Peripheral Thyroid Nodule Calcifications on Sonography: Evaluation of Malignant Potential.
OBJECTIVE. The purpose of this study is to assess the association of thyroid cancer with sonographic features of peripheral calcifications. MATERIALS AND METHODS. We retrospectively reviewed patients who had a total of 97 thyroid nodules with peripheral calcifications who underwent ultrasound-guided fine-needle aspiration from 2008 to 2018. Three board-certified radiologists evaluated the nodules for features of peripheral calcifications: the percentage of the nodule involved by peripheral calcifications, whether the calcifications were continuous or discontinuous, the visibility of internal components of the nodule, and the presence of extrusion of soft tissue beyond the calcifications. The correlation of peripheral calcification parameters with the rate of thyroid nodule malignancy was evaluated. In addition, the interobserver agreement between readers was assessed with Cohen kappa coefficient. RESULTS. Of the 97 nodules with peripheral calcifications, 27% (n = 26) were found to be malignant on biopsy. The continuity of peripheral calcifications, visibility of internal components, and extrusion of soft tissue beyond the calcification rim showed no significant association with benign or malignant nodules. Readers had good agreement on peripheral calcification continuity (κ = 0.63; 95% CI, 0.53-0.73) and moderate agreement on internal component visibility (κ = 0.43; 95% CI, 0.35-0.51) and percentage of the nodule involved by rim calcifications (κ = 0.52; 95% CI, 0.44-0.59). There was fair agreement for extranodular soft-tissue extrusion (κ = 0.32, 95% CI, 0.24-0.39). CONCLUSION. Peripheral rim calcifications are highly associated with malignancy. However, specific peripheral rim calcification features do not aid in distinguishing benign from malignant nodules, which may in part be caused by high interobserver variability.